Thank you so much for offering your expertise to peer review this reference entry for Searchable Sea Literature (SSL). The process is double-blind. Nothing will be directly forwarded to the author with your name on it.

Please comment on this piece however is easiest for you: in an email; cut and pasted into a Word document from this .pdf; and/or on track changes on the author entry draft sent to you. You are welcome to copy-edit, but this is not expected. Please do comment, however, if you find any aspect of the writing style unsuitable for a reference entry.

As general guidance, we’re seeking your help to answer:

1. To your knowledge, is this reference entry factually correct? Did the reference author use trustworthy sources? Are there additional links or sources that the entry should refer to at the end of the entry?

2. Does the entry keep the author’s experience and writings about the ocean as the central theme of the entry? Does the entry connect this author’s writings to broader trends and themes in sea literature?

3. Is this entry of roughly similar length and development to similar entries for other authors of similar significance and contributions to Anglophone North American literature of the sea?

4. Do you recommend this work for publication online with few, many, or significant changes? Or should this be entirely redone? Any other comments at all?

To see our author directions please refer to the “SSL Biography Submission Parameters” on the “Submit a Biography” page.

Thank you for your time and expertise!